SUMMER HOLYDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS VI
Sl.no

SUBJECTS

ASSIGNMENTS

1

ENGLISH

2

G.K.

Do pg no 15,16,18,19 in your book .

3

V.ED

1. Draw and write about the effects of laughter .
2. Write a story on how ‘ Laughter melts anger ‘ or ‘Laughter helps us
forget our sorrow ‘.
3. Learn all the exercises of ch-1 A.

4

HINDI

1] Learn question answers of ch-1,2.[ English course].
2] Write handwriting at least one page everyday.
3] Learn word meaning of ch- 1,2,3.[ English Literature].
4] Learn page number- 20,21, 22 of ch- 2 [ English Grammar].

1. प्रतिदिन एक पष्ृ ठ सल
ु ेख ललखे |
2. तनम्नललखखि कार्य कीजिर्े

a. 1 से 20 िक के शब्िों के िो िो पर्ायर्वाची शब्ि ललखखए |
b. 1 से 20 शब्िों के ववलोम शब्ि ललखखए |
c.

1 से 20 शब्िों के अनेकार्थी शब्ि ललखखए |

d. 1 से 20 िक के शब्िों के श्रतु िसम लिन्नार्थयक शब्िों के अर्थय ललखखए |
e. 1 से 20 िक के अनेक शब्िों के ललए एक शब्ि ललखखए |
i.

5

Sanskrit

6

MATHS

|

पठ , ललख, गम ,पा एवं िू धािु के लट एवं लट
ृ लकार रूप ललखखए |

Review Exercises Ch - 1 , Ch – 2

7

SCIENCE

Worksheet has been given below :

8

SST

Portion - Project Work : (i) Visit your nearest museum and collect information on the manuscripts
available there.
And also , find out the Script in which they were written .
(ii) Select any four States of India and prepare a list of their geographical
and historical factors that have contributed to India's diversity.
(iii) Draw a list of the different festivals which were celebrated in your
locality . And , which of these celebrations are shared by the members of
different regional and religious communities .
(iv) Draw a diagram of , "Our Solar System " and represent the Centre of
it & its Planet.

9

COMPUTER

Prepare a short note on “Generation of computers” with
examples, also paste the pictures of characterized hardware
(like Vaccum Tubes , Transistors , ICs etc ) in stick file.

Summer Vacation Home-Work of Science :-

A) Answer the following questions :1. Name the different properties that materials have.
2. How are rough materials different from smooth materials ? Give two
example of each .
3. Why is it advisable to sieve wheat flour ?
4. How can the solubility of a substance be increased ?
5. What is the effect of heating and cooling on some materials ?
6. Why is burning of paper an irreversible change ?
7. What is the effect of heating and cooling on some materials ?
8. Explain why tearing of paper is a physical change whereas burning of
paper is a chemical change ?
9. Explain why melting of butter is reversible whereas curdling of milk is
irreversible .

10.What is the effect of heating & cooling on some materials ?
B) Give suitable answer :1. Miscible liquids
……………………
……………………
2. Materials with lustre
……………………
……………………
3. Translucent materials
……………………
……………………
4. Method of separation
…………………..
……………………
5. Jute growing countries ……………………
……………………..
6. Things made of coir
…………………….
……………………..
Don’t make any separate notebook. Do it in your fair note book. Learn it also.

